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About This Game

WAR TRUCK SIMULATOR!
Welcome soldier! You are a representative of a special military group dealing with specific tasks in the enemy's territory! If

there is a lack of ammo, wounded soldiers, emergency situations, you have to be there! This special car is entrusted to you, in
which you perform your job! As I mentioned, you will mainly operate in the enemy's territory, difficult tasks await you! I hope

you are ready ... You must be! Prepare for difficult missions! Pedal to the metal!

Features:

- You have to drive through difficult terrain and at the same time not destroy your vehicle.
- Be ready for a conflict against your enemy on his area.

- You will have to choose a path that will decide the course of the mission!
- In front of you difficult tasks, and you have to face it!

- Diversified terrain, weather anomalies, it all affects the ride!

* Restocked version included additional content.
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The most perfect crafted & polished piece of artwork I have seen so far in VR - the concept/idea as well as the realization. The
interactive elements of the experience are not a game, this whole experience ist not meant to be a game. It is art using VR as a
new kind of media. And "the last dance" is also an outstanding technical demonstration: professionally motion captured ballet
dancer. I have not seen any other animation in VR being that realistic (and beautiful). I'd pay 20 USD/EUR for content like
this.. People who complain about the "glitchiness" of these games just don't get it. This is what makes them fun, and gives you
multiple ways to solve the puzzles. My only complaint is that Think To Die 2 doesn't seem to add much to the formula of Think
To Die; mainly we just get fancier graphics. But it's still free, and incredibly fun, so there's no reason not to play this one too..
awsome game >.<. Amazingly fun fast paced 1v1 shooter, you're hooked after just a few online games.

My best tip: Try it, play a few games, get hooked or refund it!

Even has a nice singelplayer, challenge-mode to calm down after the stressful pvp battles :). Great game
8/10

pros-
you play with friends
very detailed
and...
CHAT

cons-
poor controls
poor aniamtions
some totems don't show up
and...
spawn killing

overall great game just needs a few improvments!. If you like mindless shooters, this is the game for you. Otherwise, don't waste
your money.. Amazing artwork, great music and unique story. I enjoyed my time playing this game and think that anyone who
enjoys the point and click adventure genre would like it too. I also enjoyed the humour and the voice acting and the fact that
each character had their own unique ability.

With that said, there were a few issues that I had while playing. Switching between the characters was a unique mechanic and I
found it pretty fun for a while, but soon became annoyed by it when I had to listen to the character's theme song every time I
swapped. I think the developers should have added in some type of option to skip the music. The game was also lacking polish
in some places. I came across a lot of pixelated artwork and text and the speech bubbles ran off screen a few times. I think the
developer could go back and clean up some of these issues to make the game an even better experience. My character also
became stuck at one point and i had to go back and reload a previous save.

I also think there could have been more story which actually involved playing the deadbeat characters because there didn't seem
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to be any point in switching to them once they were unlocked. I also didn't like how some of the character's stories were easily
missable if you didn't press the right button in time to see them. I know there is an extras section where these can be watched
but it would have been nicer for these to just automatically load and give the option to skip them for those who aren't interested
in the story.

7/10
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Feels and plays a lot like the F.E.A.R. series but it's some Russian shooter. I like it!. I only have a couple of hours into it, but
basically it's Bridge Constructor meets Happy Wheels. I like it!. It look interesting, but on steam play for linux it doesn't work
properly - 3d models not showing up. If that could be fixed I would give it five out of five stars :). Young females kissing each
other.. wrong!

* * *

By the way: When you're nominating this game for 'The "Gayest User reviews" Award' don't use "The" and "Award".. 1.39 sale
price is a decent recommendation. A 10 min short story for the price of a candy bar. Not bad. There's no dialog but it doesn't
need one. The story is easy to follow and has a touching ending.. add to cart
enjoy childhood again. I think this crazy game is fun but too much is a bad thing.. do not buy this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥of game
played for 5mins and there is no sorry or point to the game im getting a refund one of the worst vr games ive ever played dont
let the video fool you like it did to me. Fun shoot'em up party game. I haven't played local multiplayer yet, but will. I tried it out
for a little while to see how well it played, and if it's worth having. My conclusion is, yes. I had no problems, minus getting use
to player control, but that's do to the user and not the game. I enjoyed the various modes and look forward to blasting family and
friends.. arkanoid was perhaps the first video game i played on a computer, not on dendy - and now, decades after, i play
arkanoid again :)
developers has definitely added a lot of fantasy to this game - though its a simple old good arkanoid you play with an egg, that
flies differently from a usual ball; you can have two or even three eggs if you catch a falling block with hen, you can shoot with
toilet paper, and much more.
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